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miscibility pressure of heavy components
of reservoir fluids.

ABSTRACT.

While the knowledge about the retrograde
condensation and condensing-gas drive
phenomena Is not new their utilization in
production-stimulation and simulation of the
natural gas and NGL reservo�rs has been delayed
due to the lack of accurate predictive computer
algorithms. In this report the groundwork for
acc urate computation and prediction of the
behavior of reservoir fluids under retrograde
condensation and in condensing-gas-drive
conditions are presented. It is shown that by
using equations of state It Is possible to
calculate accurately the minimum miscibility
conditions and solubility of heavy and
Intermediate hydrocarbons in miscible solvents
(gases and gaseous mixtures) and phase behavior
(dew point and bubble point in VLE and• VLLE
cases) of complex reservoir fluids. The bases of
this research · lie in statistical mechanical
mixing rules and the conformal solution theory
of polar fluid mixtures. It Is shown that through
equations of state one can predict the following
properties of the reservoir fluid systems:
(I)

[ii)

[iii] The role of variations In temperature,
pressure, and solvent composition on the
miscibility and solubilitiies.
[iv]

Flash (dew point and bubble point)
calculation for complex reservoir fluids in
VLE and VLLE cases.

INTRODUCTION

Retrograde condensation, condensing-gas
drive phenomena, and miscibility have important
applications in NGL production and processing1-4_
Heavy hydrocarbon components entrapped in
tight sand condensate reservoirs are usually
recovered by high pressure Injection of a
miscible gas (such as methane) · at high
pressures into the reservoir. This causes
intermediate and heavy hydrocarbon components
in the reservoir to dissolve In the miscible
injection gas. Due to the flow-through-porous
media of the miscible gas the condensing-gas
drive is achieved during which the miscible
solvent will move across the reservoir picking
up m<?re of the entrapped hydrocarbons in the
pores of the natural reservoir formation and
directing them towards the well-head. Then.
upon flash of the well-head products to
atmospheric pressure (Isothermal expansion) the
Intermediate and heavy hydrocarbons will be
recovered as •condensate• or •NGL•.

The minimum miscibility conditions and
solubilities of intermediate and heavy
hydrocarbons in miscible solvents.
The effect of mixed miscible solvents and
entrainers on lowering the minimum
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The knowledge about retrograde
condensation and condensing-gas drive Is not
new. However, the application of this knowledge
has been delayed due to the lack of accurate
predictive equations of state. Recently under a
contract with the Gas Research Institute the
g roundwork for accurate prediction of the
behavior of reservoir fluids under retrograde
condensation and in condensing-gas-drive
conditions are developed at the University of
Illinois at Chicago4•12•

RETROGRADE PHENOMENA: Retrograde

condensation has found numerous applications in
enhanced oil and gas recovery, industrial
s eparation of chemical compounds, and
processing of fossil. fuels1 • 4 • 13• The phenomena
was first recognized in 1879 by Hannay and
Ho g a r t h 1 , 14 • They discovered that solid
compounds could be dissolved in dense gases
having densities near that of a liquid. The
interest in this process is because of the
appreciable increase in solvent power of dense
fluids at temperatures and pressures above, but
n ot far removed from, their critical point. A
dense gas can be an effective solvent for a
condensed compound (solute) which remains In
the condensed state (liquid or solid) at the
supercritical conditions · of the solvent. This
requires a large molecular weight and size
difference between the dens gas solvent · and the
condensed solute. Th�rmodynamic modeling and
prediction of solubilities of heavy solutes in
dense gas solvents has been hampered due to the
lack of thermodynamic models of asymmetric
mixtures.
In order to demonstrate the phenomena of
retrograde phenomena, Figure 1 is presented. In
Figure 1(A) the pressure versus temperature, PT,
diagram of a reservoir fluid exhibiting
retrograde phenomena is reported. Figure 1(B)
consists of pressure versus gas-phase
composition of a specific heavy component of
. ,the reservoir fluid at three different
temperatures. According to these figures for a
given temperature (above the critical solution
temperature) with an increase of pressure
c oncentration (or s olubility) of heavy
components in the dens gases will decrease. At
higher pressures solubility starts to increase
rapidly until It reaches to a maximum at a
pressure corresponding to a region slightly
above the retrograde region.

MINIMUM MISCIBILITY CONDITION: The

vaporizing gas drive is used in enhanced oil and
gas condensate recovery to achieve dynamic
miscible displacement or multiple contact
miscible displacement3. Miscible displacement
relies on multiple contact of injected gas and
reservoir fluid to develop an In-situ
vaporization of intermediate molecular weight
hydrocarbons from the reservoir fluid into the
injected gas and create a miscible transition
zone4 • The miscible gases which are used in
such a process may include natural gas, inert
gases, and carbon dioxide. For a given reservoir
fluid and a miscible agent system at a given
temperature, the minimum pressure at which
miscibility can be achieved through multiple
contacts is referred to as the minimum
miscibility pressure (MMP).
The minimum miscibility conditions of a
reservoir fluid and miscible solvent are
demonstrated in two different ways: (i) On the
PT diagram of a reservoir fluid plus injection
gas system, Figure 1(A), the MMP at a given
temperature is the pressure on the bubble point
line at a given temperature. (Ii) One may plot a
ternary composition diagram in which all the
components of the mixture are lumped into three
pseudo-components (i.e. light, intermediate, and
heavy) as it is demonstrated by 'Figure 2. In this
case temperature and pressure ;,:are kept constant
for all the compositions. In this case the MMP is
defined as the minimum pressure at which the
critical tie line (tangent to the binodal curve at
the critical point) passes through the point
representing the reservoir fluid composition
(Figure 2). Dynamic miscibility is achieved when
the reservoir fluid composition lies to the right
of the limiting tie line.
In evaluating a petroleum reservoir field
• for possible carbon dioxide or natural gas
flooding certain data are required which can be
measured in the laboratory3 • In the absence of
measurements such information must be
estimated from fundamental considerations. The
required information includes the MMP, PVT
data, asphaltene precipitation, viscosity
reduction, and the swelling of crude oil. It is
obvious that accurate predictions of PVT data
and MMP have important consequences for the
design of a miscible displacement process.
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JHERMQPYNAMIC MODELING
In order to describe and model the
retrograde and condensing aas drive phenomena
and predict the minimum miscibility conditions
accurately one has to .utilize the theory of
conformal solution of asymmetric mixtures, the
theory of many-body interactions, and the theory
··
of continuous mixture.

This form of the equation of state
Indicates that there exist three Independent
constants (A, C, and b) in the equation. In Table I
the mixing rules for these parameters as based
on different conformal solution theories of
mixtures are reported. The combining rules for
the unlike interaction parameters of this
equation of state are
.(8)
(9)

THEORY OF CONFORMAL SOLUTION
MIXING RULES: There has been substantial
progress made in recent years to improve

conformal solution mixina rules15 •22• Utilizing
such mixing rules fo� calcul�tlon of mixture
thermodynamic properties requires to combine
them with an equation of state. The vast amount
of data which is available about the parameters
of cubic equations of state can be �sed as the
_
pure equation �f �tate need�d for t�•s modeling.
There exist vaneties of cubic equations of state
available in the Hterature. The Peng-Robinson
(PR) equation of state
z • v/(v-b) - a(T)/[v(v+b)+b(v-b)]

where

2

a(T) • 8c{1 + k (1-T,112> ) ,

8c• a(TJ • 0.45724 R2 Tc2/ Pc,
k • 0.37464 + 1.54226 o,- 026992 co2,
b.
R Tc/ Pc

O.ona

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

is one such equation of state which is used in
the present paper. We wiU limit our calculations
and discussions to the PR equation of state with
the understanding that sinular computations can
be performed with other equations of state such
as SRK etc. In extending the PR equation of
state to• mixtures there exist a set of empirical
mixing rules which will be replaced here with
conformal solution mixing rules. In order to
utilize conformal solution mixing rules for the
PR equation of state we first need to separate
thermodynamic variables from constants of this
equation of state. For this purpose we may
write this equation of state in the following
form 1 7

Z • v/(v-b) - l(A/RT+C-2(AC/RT)112]/[(v+b)
+ (b/v)(v-b)]

(5)

where
A • 8c(1+k)2
C • 8ck2/�T O

(6)
(7)

(10)
The RMA and APM mixing rules are proved not to
be accurate for mixtures consisting of
components with large molecular size and shape
differences17 • The HSE mixing rules are actually
for the excess properties of mixtures over the
hard-sphere mixture15 ,20• The DEX and CSA
mixing rules are composition, temperature, and
density dependent expressions which require
appreciable numerical computations when
applied to mixtures11, 17 • In the present report
we use the van der Waals (vdW) conformal
solution mixing rules which are the simplest
among the successful conformal solution mixing
rules. It will be demonstrated that when the vdW
mixing rules are combined with Equation 5
accurate retrograde condensation and condensing
gas drive calculations can be made.
THEORY OF MANY-BODY INTERACTIONS:
In a fluid system the total Intermolecular
potential energy of the interacting molecules is
expressed In the following form5, I. 23-25:
N

N

lcj

kjct

u. LL u <2>(ij) + I I I u (3>(ijk)

+ ..•

(11)

In this expression u< 2 > (Ij) is the pair
intermolecular potential energy between
molecules i and j, u( 3 >(ijk) is the triplet
intermolecular potential energy between
molecules I, j, and k. etc. It is shown tha12s-25
the contribution of the triplet Intermolecular
interaction energy to the total intermolecular
potential energy is of the order of 5 to 10%.
However, higher order terms (four-body
interactions and higher) of Equation 11 are
negligible. Moreover it is shown that the leading
term in the three-body interaction energy Is the
dipole-dipole-dipole term which is known as the
Axilrod-TetJer triple-dipole dispersion energy
as expressed by the following expresslon2&:
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u<3 >(ijk) =

vijlt(1 +3cos 'riCOS r,cos 1.)
(rij rJ11.r111.)3

(12)

where i, j and k are the three molecules formi_ng
a triangle with sides rij , r1k and r1k and interior
angles Yi• 11 and lk and v 1Jk is the triple-dipole
constant. Contribution of this three-b ody
effects to the Helmholtz free energy of a pure
fluid is
(13)

where

4
3
f, (11) • 9.87749 112 +11.76739 11 - 4.20030 11 ,
t2 ( 11) • 1-1.12789112 + 0.73166 Tl',
11 • (,c/6) (Nd 3/V),
N is the number of molecules in volume V and d
is a hard core molecular diameter.
In a mixture, in addition to binary
interaction parameters there will be numerous
three-body parameters, v11k'S, to be dealt with.
for example, in a binary mixture there are four
ternary parameters (v111, v112, v 122 and V222)
which are all different from one other and in a
ternary mixture . there exist nine ternary
parameters (v111,•••, v123, ..., and v333),
·
An equation of state, such as Equation 1
with a choice of mixing rules is based on binary
interactions. The parameters Ali• b11, and C11 o f
this equation of state are derived from pure
component properties while parameters A11 , blJ,
and C are derived from binary data of i and j.
Howev�r it has been shown that in utilizing
such eq�ations of state, even with better mixing
rules, to predict ternary and multi-c�mponent
system phase behavior, the results deviate from
experimental data27 • 28 • This is specially
observed for ternary mixtures around t he
critical p oint for which there Is sufficient
experimental data available.
For a long time different investigators
have been associating this shortcoming of
equations of states with the lack of their
accuracy around the critical point. Then some
investigators have tried to derive pair
interaction parameters from the ternary data.
As a result, while they have been able to
correlate the ternary critical point region, the
binary mixture predictions were deteriorating.

The reason for the deviation of prediction of the
eauatlon of state around the ternary mixture
critical point can be described as the following:
In a ternary mixture, in addition to the kinds of
interactions which exist between molecules In
binary mixtures, there also exists an Interaction
which we would call the unlike-th�ee-body
interaction which happens when there are three
molecules of three different kinds interacting In
a mixture. Considering the fact that there exist
no such terms in an equation of state, such as
the two parameter cubic equations of state, we
would expect that the unlike three-bo dy
interaction contribution to the equation of state
will not be accounted for when the equation of
state is based on the pure component and binary
mixture data. Symbolically we will define the
unlike-three-bo dy interaction contribution to
compressibility of a ternary mixture by x1 x2 x3
A Z(v 123 , T , N ) where v1 2 3 is a parameter
corresponding to the unlike-three-body
interaction. As a result the equation of state of
a mixture must be written in the following form:
Zm • Zm (v, T , a11 , a12 ,• •• , ann , x1 , x2 ,..., xn) +
I, I, jI, k x x xk AZ(vi k• T, N ) ; (i '¢ j '¢ k) (14)
j
l
1 1
The second term In the right hand side of this
equation includes all the unlike-three-body
interaction between every three different
molecules in the mixture.
The basic question to be answered at this
stage is how to arrive at an expression for the
unlike-three-body interaction term? This
problem has been addressed in the statistical
mechanical theory of many-body interactions.
Starting with the work of Axllrod and Teller in
the development of algebraic expressions for
three-body intermolecular interactions energy
and the development of an analytic expression
for the unlike three-body interaction Helmholtz
free energy using the perturbation theory of
statistical mechanics26 , 9• Details of the theory
are given elsewhere26 • However, the final
expression for the unlike Helmholtz free energy
is as the following2•:
2

(15)

Knowing the unlike-three-body Interaction
Helmholtz free energy we can now calculate
other thermodynamic properties. For example,
the correct. compressibility factor of a mixture
will be
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3
Zm • Z.•mp + E,Ejl:kXiXfk(flP/b v)(r 1 f2
11 r21nz2

(16)

where z.•mp is the expression for the empirical
equation of state and
p • (8127)xN 04 V1jk
f1 • (df1 'd11) • 19.75498 fl + 35.30217 112 •
16.80120 fl 3
'2 -·(dfld1)). -1.12789 +1.46332 fl

PHASE EQUILIBRIUM CALCU LATIONS:
In the present calculations we compare the
results of the above formulations with the PR
In the
equation of state for mixtures.
calculatioons reported here it is assumed that
the equation of state is valid for all the phases
The following equ ilibrium
In equilibrium.
conditions between fugacities of the phases are
assumed to hold:
ff1 (T,P,{x}) - f111(T,P,{x)) • ... • fN1 (T,P, { x}):
1-1,2..-,n
which can be expressed with respect to the
fugacity coefficients of the phases a s the
following

+',xt•

•+",xt

♦•i �• ...

i-1, 2 , ... , n

As a result we obtain
XAI -z1 /(LA(1 -KAI) + le(KA(Ke1-KA� + KAI
X91• z1KArK e/(LA(1- KAI) + l9( KA{Ker Ke 1) +
Y i• z1 K A((l i( 1- KA1> + l;( KA/Ker KA1)+ KA1)

The co-volume parameter, b, is related to 11 as
b• 4VIJ -

1

The equili brium const ants or distri bution
coefficients of components between phases are
defined as:

(17)

the phases at
equilibrium. For a mixture of three components
exhibiting two liquid-phases and a vapor phase,
the following algorithm is used in the phase
equilibrium calculations6 :

where I, 11, ..., N represent

1) Overan mass balance
LA+ le+ V • 1

2) Species Mass Balance
xAiLA + xBiLB + Y1V1 • Zj
3) Component Restrictive Equations
l:x Ai .. :txe1 • :ty, -1
4) Equilibrium Criteria
i • 1, 2, 3
fAi • f81• f1

where the subscripts A and B are used to
identify tlie two liquid phases in equilibrium.

KAI)

Three different objective functions can be used:
1) liquid-liquid-vapor bubble point calculations
:txAI - EXe1• :ty, -1• 0
2) liquid-liquid-vapor dew point calculations
:txA1 - :ty1• :tx81 -1• o
3) liquid-liquid-vapor dew point calculations
l:XAI • l:yI• EX91 -1• 0

MATHEMATICAL
FORMULATION
PBEPICJION OF THE MMP

ANQ

The governing equations of the critical
state of a three-component system are given by
the following determinant equations8:

u-

Ia2g1ax 12

I

a2gtax 1 ax 2I

Ia2gtax 1 ax2

a2gtaxl

1I

0

( 18)

- o

(19)

and

v-

Ia2gtax,2

I

lo2gtax,

a2g1ax 1 ax 2I

I

o2g/0X2 I

where the partial derivatives of the molar Gibbs
free energy g ( P,T,xJ are obtained at constant P,
T and x3• When the above determinant equations
are solved for the critical comp ositions, the
tangent to the binodal curve at the critical point
will be obtained as the following:
'
x,C · x1 dPn
•
x� - x2 dx2

· (at the critical point)

(20)

where x 1 ° and x2° are the critical compositions
of the light and Interm ediat e components,
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respectivel y p is the Interpolating polynomial
n
of the b"m aI _curve• and the first derivativ.e. of
.
the interpolating polynomial at the. critical
point is approximated br a central difference
formula. It should be pointed out th�t a good
estimate of the critical point of a mixture can
be obtained from the co-existing curves and
combined with Equation . 20 to ge�erate the
critical tie line. With the 1mplementat1on of the
three-body effects the mixture equation of state

od

will be

3
p • (oA/aVh,n· pemp + X1X2X3(1lPlb v)(f'1f2•

f 1 f 2)/fl

where pe mp is the expression for the empirical
equation of state. The fugacity coefficient will
take the following form:
(21)

With the aid of a computational algorithf!l the
above equations are used to generate the binodal
curves of binary and ternary systems.
MMP
VAPORIZING GAS DRIVE
PREDICTION: The ternary, or pseudo-ternary,
diagram is � useful way to visuali z e t�e
develo pment of miscible displaceme nt tn
e nhanced on and gas condensate recovery as
shown in Figure 2. The phase behavior �f. a
reservoir fluid for which the exact compos1t1on
is neve r known can be represented
approximat ely on a triangular diagr�m by
grouping the components of the reservoir fluid
into three pseudo-components. Such a diagram
The·
Is called a pseudo-terna ry diagram.
substantial limitations of the PR and other cubic
equations of state using empirical mixing rules
are reported by Kuan3° and by Firoozabadi31 in
predictin g the phase behavior and minimum
miscibility pressures of simulated reservoir
fluids. According to these investigators by using
the empirical mixing rules an over-prediction of
the MMP of hydrocarbon systems was observed.
The mixture equation of state discussed
above is applied to predict the minimum
miscibility pressure of simulated reservoir
fluids. The first and simplest ternary system
which is analyzed here Is the mixture of
methane + ethane + propane as reported on
Figure 3. According to this figure while the PR
equation of state Is capable of predicting the
behavior of binary VLE data of methane +

propane, · It fails to predict the Vt.1.:E behavior
around the critical point of the temaary mixture.
With the consideration of three-bodyy forces the
proposed technique is capable of �·tedic:ting the
VLE behavior of this ternary mixture..
The next ternary system amalyzed was
methane + nitrogen + carbon dioxide cllS reported
on Figure 4. The PR equation of Gtate fails to·
predict the behavior of binary and ttemary VLE
data of of this system completely. . With the
consideration of three-body forces tme proposed
tech nique Is capable of predictint;g the. VLE
behavior of this ternary mixture. Tfhe next set
of ternary mixtures analyzed here .:are carbon
dioxide + n-butane + n-decane and rmethane + n
butane + n-decane shown on Figurms 5 and 6.
The experimental vapor-liquid dat& for these
system s a re available at preS!Sures a nd
temperatur es which fall within the range of the
majority of oil and gas reservoirs..
The PR
equation of state fails to predict the :behavior of
ternary VLE data for such systems:.. With the
consideration of three-body forces tme proposed
technique is capable of predicting;i the VLE
behavi or of this ternary mixtwre qui t e
satisfactorily. Also reported on thEese figures
are the large errors which would:, occur o n
locating the tangent at the critical proint which
passes through the reservoir fluid a::omposition
at the MMP condition.

THE SELF-CONSISTENT
TECHN10VE7

es·eumotZATION

Let us assume the equation of -:state which
is considere d for phase equilibrium calculatio n
to be in the following form:
(22)

where its mixing rules can be shmwn by the
following general expressions:
a m • �(x1, x j , 8iJ); ij-1, ......c
b m • bm(x1, x J , biJ); ij • 1, ......c

(23)
(24)

and with the following combining rules:
a 1J- (1 - kiJ)(a11a )112
jj
b11 .. (1 • 11j)(b11 + bn)/2

(25)
(26)

Provided one knows the exact ,iumber of
components of the mixture this 93quation of
state can be used for phase ,:equilibrium
calculation of that mixture. In thm proposed
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technique it is assumed that one oan group the
(c) components of the mixture to (s) pseudo
components (for example s-3 when one wants to
represent the data in a ternary diagram). Then
the mixing rules can be shown In the following
forms :

8m«r � AP•1): ij • 1,......s

am •
bm • b mR;. �. Bps1); ij • 1,..... .s

(27)
(28)

and with the following combining rules:
AP•,• (1 - �)(ApsaA,psa)

1/2

BP'' • (I - 1t,)(BP•8 + BpsjV2

(29)
{30)

It should be pointed out that contrary to the
case of �- 25 and 26 parameters teq and 111 will
be in general non-zero parameters for both
cases of � and 1-i When i-=J param eters te11 and
111 will be called •Lumping Parameters• and when
�j parameters tCij and will be called •Pseudo
binary Interaction Parameters•. In Eqs. 27 and 28
�,and� are •Group Mole Fractions• and A ps1, Apa1,
B P•11, Bps1 are pseudo-component, parameters
At this stage we
associated with each group.
ns: (i) How to
questio
have to address three
eters? (Ii)
param
onent
define the pseudo-comp
ters? (iii)
parame
lumping
How to calculate the
ion
binary
interact
pseudothe
How to calculate
parameters?

¼

Definition of pseudo-component
parameters - In the present technique one can

(I)

use any of the available techniques without loss
of generafrty. So long as the same pseudo
component calculation technique is used for
defining pseudo-components the present
technique will predict the same phase behavior
for the multi-component system under ·
consideration. However, In all the calculations
which follow one must not switch from one
pseudo-component calculation technique to
another.
(II) Calculation of Lumping Parameters These parameters are calculated by assuming
that a pseudo-cof11)ound with equation of state
parameters A P•1 and BP •11 can represent
properties of a lumped group of compounds .
Parameters AP•1 and BP-1 are then calculated by
matching properties of a pseudo-compound with
the mixture properties of the group of
compounds which are lumped together. This
technique of calculation makes the numerical

7

value of lumping parameters depenciient on the
kind of mixing rules used for evaaiuating the
pseudo-component parameters, tempemature. and
composition of the compounds in · the pseudo
component.
(Ill) Calculatlon
of Pseuctto-Blnarx
Interaction Parameters - After tttae pseudo

component parameters are definedd and the
lumping parameters are calculatead pseudo
binary interaction parameters can be :calculaled
by matching the · properties of evee,y p seudo
binary mixture with a true mufti-ecomponent
mixture consisting of all the ccompounds
appearing in the pseudo-binary mixtnure. This
technique of calculation makes the ·numerical
value of pseudo-binary interaction pp.arameters
dependent on temperature and comµposition of
the compounds in the pseudo-binary miixture. In
some cases the temperature at \ltWhich the
system fluid is studied is higher than the
critical temperature of the heavier pseudo
component in the pseudo-binary rep�sentation.
Under such condition the regressicmn analysis
cannot be performed unless the pseaudoc-critical
properties obtained from mixing --rules are
adjusted or the grouping confi�ration is
modified.
First
Appllcatlon: A synthetic ::oil of 10
components32 for which the compositicmn is given
in Table 2 . is selected to test the- . proposed
technique. When the heavy-end fraections are ,,
described by the molecular weight. tttne specifte
gravity, and the boiling point. e mpirical
c o r re l a t i o n s 2 •33 are used to estrnmate the
properties (critical pressure and temperature
and acentric factor) of the fractions. :A lumping
configuration Is selected such that thee synthetic
mixture is reduced to 3 pseudo-caomponents
consisting of [C 1] (methane), [C2 -Cg} (�thane �
hexanes), and [C 7.J (heptanes anad heavier
fractions). The computer program :developed
based on the proposed self-consistent. technique
performs a specified number of butbble-point
pressure calculations which will be ussed in the
objective function of the regression annalysis.
Figure 7 shows the P-X diagram ·:of the [C2C 6]+[C7 .J pseudo-binary system w.vhere the
symbols represent the calculation with the
exact compositional description of thee synthetic
mixture. The dash-dotted line is the :calculation
with 2 pseudo-components but wirithout the
pseudo-binary interaction parameeter s and
lumping parameters. The dashed rrrtne is the

8
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result with two pseudo-components and the
pseudo-bi nary interaction parameter, but,
without the lumping parameter s. The solid line
is obtained with two pseudo-components, the
pseudo-binary interaction parameter and the
lumping parameters. Figure 8 illustrates the
same calculations as in Figure 7 for the
[C,J+[C2-Cg] pseudo-binary system. In Figure 9
the P-X diagram of the [C1 ]+(C7.J pseudo-binary
system is reported where only the pseudo-binary
interaction parameter is evaluated to match the
exact calculation represented by the symbols.
for this particular example two lumping
parameters are only needed, one lumping
parameter for the [C2.;. CJ group and a second
lumping parameter for the lCiJ group.
Ftgures 10-12 are for prediction of the
phase behavior of a vaporizing gas drive process
with CO2 as the injected gas and the · synthetic
oil as the reservoir oil. The objective here is to
test the performance of the proposed technique
at diff erent pressures and In all ranges of
of solvent and oil: The P - X
composition
diagrams shown in Figures 10 and 11 are used
to evaluate the binary interaction parameters
between CO2 and the pseudo-components of the
synthetic mixture. The predicted pseudo-ternary
diagram for this system is shown in Figure 12
where it is demonstrated that the agreement
betwee n the exact calculation and the lumping
techniq ue is exceDent.
Second Application: A P-T phase envelope of
a gas condensateM system (high in methane and
low in heavy hydrocarbons) with the composition
as in Table 3 is constructed and it is reported by
In this calculation 4 pseudo
Figure 13.
components are chosen which are (CH4], [N2],
[C02,C2-Cs], and (C.J. Also, a P-X diagram of
carbon dioxide-reservoir oi134 system (low in
methane and high in heavier hydrocarbons) with
the composition as in Table 4 is constructed
using the same 4 pseudo-components and it is
reported by Figure 14. In both of these cases the
r esults o f calculations obtained with the
present self-consistent approach are in very
good agreement with the exact multi-component
calculations.
Third Application: The final appfication is to
establish a relationship between the
cricondenbar locus of P-X diagram of a mixture
and the phase separation regions of the pseudo
ternary diagram of the same mixture. This kind
of relationship is of significant importance in

application of pseudoizatlon techniques In high
pressure processes such as extraction of heavy
compounds from mixtures by dens gases and
miscible flood enhanced oil recovery.
For every mixture at a given composition
one can plot a P-T diagram. For the same
mixture, provided the temperature and relative
composition of c-1 components are kept
constant, one can plot a P-X diagram (pressure
versus composition of one component) . In 'the
present computation we categorize our mixture
by three pseudo-components (heavy (3),
Intermediate (2), and light (1)] and we study the
P-X diagram s by varying the ratio of
compos itions of heavy and interme diates.
Rather than plotting various P-X diagraQ'ls the
locus of the cricondenbars of such mixtures
versus C-X(2)/[X(2)+X(3)] are reported by Figures
15 and 16. Also reported in Figures 15 and 16
are the psuedo-ternary diagrams related to the
same mixtures at different pressures.
The major difference between Figures 15
and 16 is the difference in shapes of the
criocondenbar loci. These two shapes (one a
decreasing function of C and the other having a
minimum point) are the only possible trends
that one can produce by choosing all possible
r e lative
lig h t,
_ c ompo sitions for t h e
Intermediate
, and heavy fractions of a mixture.
Figure 15 shows the cases when a mixture may
exhibit an open phase-envelope ( P< Pd), a closed
phase-envelope (Pd:S:P<P b), or no phase-envelope
( P �Pb) in a pseu do-te rnary diag ram
representation. In no case one can observe two
closed phase-envelopes when the crlcondenbar
locus is monotonic with respect to C as it is the
case of Figure 15. Figure 16 shows the cases
when a mixture may exhibit an open phase
envelope ( P<P f ). Two closed phase-envelopes
(P1:s:P<Pd), one closed phase-envelope (P SP<P ),
d
b
or no phase-envelope (�P ) in a psuedo-ternary
b
diagr am repre sentation.
The reas on for
observing two closed phase-envelopes in this
case is because the cricondenbar locus has a
minimum with respect to C-=X(2)/[X(2)+X(3)] .
THEORY

OF

PHASE EQUILIBRIUM

CONTINUOUS MIXTURES

OF

Development of compositional rese rvoir
simulators is presently hampered due to the
comple xity of the exist ing comp utati onal
algorithms of reservoir fluid phase beha vior
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calculations. Through the application of the
theory of polydisperse fluid mixtures a number
of algorithms for phase behavior calculations
are developed9 •11• In this part of the present
report we introduce one such algorithms. In this
algorithm reservoir fluid is considered to
consist of a continuous mixture with a defined
m olecular welghUcomposition distribution
function. Computational computer time required
for the new algorithm is shown to be one order
of magnitude smaller than the existing
algorithms. As an example, the new algorithm Is
used to perform retrograde condensation
calculations for two different gas-condensate
reservoir fluids. Comparisons of experimental
data with the calculated results indicate good
agreement between the two.

to extend continuous
o rder
In
thermodynamics to engineering applications, we
introduce a general phase equilibrium
calculation technique which Is based on THE
MINIMIZATION OF THE TOTAL GIBBS FREE ENERGY
ALGO A IT H M 1 o. Using this technique, flash
calculations of complex mixtures containing
discrete components and a continuous fraction,
which could have a wide molecular weight
distribution, can be performed. For a system in
equilibrium (constant T and P), for any
differential •virtual displacement• occurring In
the system, a general criterion should be
imposed on the system such that the total Gibbs
free energy is minimal.

For a mixture with many components being
continuous in character, the compositions can be
described by a density distribution function,
F(l,l.,11) whose independent variable I Is some
measurable property such as molecular weight,
boiling point or density with a n:iean value of I.
and a variance of 11. The normalization of the
density distribution function is given by

To restrict our consideration only to the vapor
liquid equilibrium, we write the total Gibbs free
energy of the system as:

/1F(l)d1 • 1

(31)

In case the mixture is in part continuous and
c ontain sufficiently large amounts of
components which should be considered as
discrete components Equatlon(31) will be valid
for the continuous fraction of the mixture while
for the whole mixture the following normalizing
condition will hold:

}:xi+ Xe -1
I

(32)

where xi and Xe are the mole fraction of
component i and the continuous fraction,
respectively and d is the total number of
discrete components in the mixture. R egarding
the material balance of component I in a flash
calculation we get
(33)
The distribution functions, F 1(1), FL(I), Fv (I), are
not ad<frtive and as a result they can not possess
the same functional forms in a specific flash
calculation scheme.

(6G)y,p • O

(34)

(35)
For a mixture consisting of discrete components
and a· one-family continuous fraction, we derive
an expression of the Gibbs free energy for the
liquid phase;
oo

n

V

j

GL•JvL(P - NLRT/v]dv - RTI, !Ni n[vdN1RTJ
- NcRTJ,�(I) tn[vL/NcRTFL(l)]dl + Pvl + G L (36)
0

where o •Lis the Gibbs free energy of the
reference state. A similar expression will hold
for the vapor phase. Since, the system is in
phase equilibrium, thus, according to Equation
(34), all of the first derivatives of the total
Gibbs free energy with respect to· the system
variables must be equal to zero. i.e.
(37)
(38)
(39)
(40)

To perform flash calculations for a system
composed of discrete components and a
c�ntinuous fraction, Eq's.(5) and (6), coupled
with Eq's.(37)-(40), will form a set of nonlinear
equations which must be solved simultaneously.
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To illustrate the application of this technique
let us assume the PR equation of state
p • RT/(v-b) - a(l)/(v(v+b)+b(v-b)]
a(T) • a(TJ[1+K(1-T,112))2,
a(TJ -0.45 724R2Tc2/Pc
b • O.On8 RTJPc
2
1C. 0.37464+ 1.54226 • - 0.26992co

(41)
(42)

(43)

with its empirical mixing rules
8 • I.�j Xj Xj&q
b• �, x/li
a, • (1� (auaJJ)

(44)
(45)
(46)

is v alid. I n order to extend this equation of
state to a mixture containin g d d iscrete
components and a continuous fraction with a
wide molecular weight distribution, we need to
rewrite the mixing rules as the following forms:
d

+ Xc2JJJF(l)F(J)aQ,J)dJdl

r,,

xp; +

We may further introduce an exponential-decay
distribution function
F(I) • (1/ri)exp(-(I -IJ/Tt]

x.J

F(l)b{l)dl

(53)
where

(47)
(48)

g l • -RT2n( v l - bi_)+ {aL /[2. 8 2 8 bd}R.n [ ( vl •
0.41 4 bL)/(vl+ 2.414bL)) - RT (x, -x 1.e.nx 1 + Xc2n
R,l)+ vl R T/[vl - bi.] - BtVL/[vL(vL+,bl)+ bL (vl - bu]
and g v will have a similiar �xpress!ori. The
expressions of \. and bl are as th� following:

where
a(i,I) • 8i112a112 (1)(1-k11);
a(l,J) • a112(1) a112( J)(1-ku)
The parameters at12(1) and b(I) can be accurately
represented by third-order polynomials with
respect to molecular weight I for a homologous
series of .paraffinic hydrocarbons as given below
t,10:
(49)
whe re
a1 • 0.477 1 + 0.0157T112;
a 2 - 0.1055 + 0.0017T112;
a3 • --0.4066x1�+ 0.2960x10-5Tt12;
a4 • 0.2700x10-8- 0.1318x10-&T112
and
b(I) • P1 + P2 I+ P3P+ p413

{52)

which Is proper to describe the composition of
gas-condensate fluids•·, 1• Knowing that
methane constitute a large fraction of every
gas-condensate system, it is appropriate to
treat the system as a mixture of methane and a
continuous fraction of the rest of hydrocarbons.
ft.s a result, by substituting Equation (41) into
Equation (35) and considering Equation (52) as
the continuous fraction distribution function,
the total Gibbs free energy of the system will be

d

d

8 • I.�jX ;XJ8ij+ 2l:txiX/1F(l)a(i, l)dl

b•

where
Pt - 0.0011, p2 • 0.0013, p3 • -0.1371 x10· 5
and
(51)
P 4 - 0.9686x10·•

with
a,l - exp(-70/1\ L)(q+ �1\l+ �"l2+ q 11L3+ q51\l4);
1
4
acl • [Tl+ 11 (1.+1\L) + y (102+21. 1\l+21\L 2)+ 114 (1•3+
2
,
3
2
31 . 1\ l+ 61.1\l 2+ 61\l3)12- 0.02{(a22)112 (exp(-70/1\l)
- exp(-84/Tll))+ (a )1l2[exp(- 84/11l)
33

2
exp(98/11l))}(s, ♦S21\L+S31\l+s41\l3 );

q1 • -0.0579a 5.3 44a -10.257a3 ·-1.662x102a ;
4
2
1
2
q2 • 0.441x10..Ca10.0491a2-10.257a3 - 1.662x10 a ;
4
-4
q .. 0.8822x10 a2+ 2.5308a 3 - 34.398a 4 ;
3

(50)

q 4 • 2. 6466x10-4a 3 - 0.393a 4 ;
q5 • 1.0586a4;
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and
bL• X1 b1 + XclP1 + P2(I-♦� + p3 (1•2+21-PL+2PL2) +
2
p4(f.S+3 1.2�L +SI.pl +6Pa_3}]
In the above equations b,. is the (b) parameter of
the equation of state for methane and a1 1 , 822,
and � are the (a) parameter of the equation of
state for methane, ethane, and propane,
respectively. Similar relations will hold for
parameters a v and by. To perform flash
calculations, we need to substitute Equation
(53) into Equations (37)-(40). Since for gas
condensates 10, • lo1. • lov, Equation (39) and
Equation (40) will vanish. We only need to solve
Equations (37) and (38), simultaneously and
c onsidering the fact that pressure and
temperatures in the two phases remain
identical. lh' what follows the proposed
algorithm is used for calculation of properties
of two gas-a>ndensate systems.
COMP ARISON OF CALCULA TED AND
EXPERIMENTAL RESULT : In our calculations,
we perform flash calculations for the two
different gas-condensate systems35, 36• Each of
the two gas-condensate systems Is treated as a
fluid with a discrete component of methane and
a continuous fraction of other hydrocarbons. The
continu ous fraction is described by an
exponential-decay distribution function starting
from the molecular weight of ethane. For
calculation of the binary interaction parameter
kt of g as-condensate systems, the following
procedure is used; (0 It is assumed . that · kt • 0
for all binary pairs except for methane-C7 +,
ethane- C 7 +, and propane-C7+ Interactions. (ii) It
is assume d that ki,•0.01 for ethane-C 7 + and
propane-Ci+ binary pairs as proposed by Katz and
11
Firo ozabadi37. (iiO Du and Mansoori produced
the following expression relating the pair
interacti on parameter of methane-C 7 + t o
molec ular weight of hydrocarbons will be
derived.
k1 ,1• -0.0579 + 0.4411x1o-4Mw1

(55)

11

(1). Compar l1on of calculated and
experimental results for Hoffmann et al.as
gas-condensate system: Hoffmann et af.H
have reported a gas-condensate data set in
which the crude oil composition, equilibrium
condensate phase equilibrium data and liquid
vapor volume ratios at different pressures are
given. This system is treated as a discrete
mixture of methane (with a mole fraction of
0.9 135) and a continuous fraction of other
hydrocarbons.
The continuous fraction is
described by an exponential distribution
function (with a variance of Tl •22.3). Figures
(17) and (18) show the component mole fraction
equilibrium ratio, (K value), and liquid vapor
volume ratio as calculated by the present
algorithm are compared with the experimental
results at 201° F, respectively. Also reported in
these two figures are the results
of
calculations based on a pseudo-component
method 3 7 • According to these figures, flash
calculations based on the proposed technique
will produce results which are in good
agreement with the experimental data. Also, the
results produced by our proposed technique show
that they are as accurate as those obtained
using a conventional pseudo-component
technique .
(2). Comparison of calculated and
experimental results for Ng et al.se g a 1.
condensate s ystem: This system is also
treated as a discrete component of methane
(with a mole fraction of 0.74133) and a
contin uous fraction of other hydrocarbons
described by an exponential distribution
function (having a variance of 11•48.9). In our
calculations, we use a treatment which is
similar to the previous calculation to predict
the phase behavior of this system. In Figures
( 19- 21) the component mole fraction
equilibrium ratio (K value), liquid volume
percent (with respect to total volume of the
system), and the P-T diagram as calculated by
the present technique are compared with the
experimental data of Ng et al.3 6 As shown in
Figures ( 19 - 21), the flash calculations
performed by using the proposed technique are
in good agreement with the experimental data. .
This technique provides a general and
convenient procedure for performing flash
calculations for a complex mixture consisting of
both discrete and continuous components. This
technique can also reduce the required computer
time and overcome .the complexity for solving a
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Table 1. Conformal solution mixing rules for the PR equation. of state

RMA Theory

vdWTheory

HSETheory

A=�l:_;XiX�
ij

b = [��xix�iJ2�l:jXjX�ilbij
C = [�¥iX�ij]2�l:,;XiX�llqj

DEX Theory

CSA Theory

Au_= pRTKTu-1 = -l+RT/{RTv2/(v-b)2-2Av3/(v2+b12)
� = {[A-✓(ACRT)]l(2bRT✓2)} 2n[(v+b-b✓2)/(v+b+b✓2)]
+�(ACRT)/{2["(ACR1)-A])
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Table 2. SJDthttic on composition used ror tile fll'SI application

Components
Methane
Ethane

Propane

n-Butanc
n-Pentanc
n-Hexanc
n-Hcptanc
n-Octanc
n-Decane
n-Tetradccane

Molar Percentage
3S
3
4
6
4
3

s

s
s

30

Table 3. Gas condensate composition used ror the second application
Components
Methane
Ethane
Propane
i-Butane
n-Butanc
i-Pentanc
n-Pentane
Hexane+
Nitrogen
Carbon dioxide

Molar Percentage
76.34
8.86
4.29
0.79
1.26
0.56
0.58
4.06
0.94
2.32

Table 4. Rese"oir on composition used for the third application
Components

Methane
Ethane
Propane
i-Butane
n-Butanc
i-Pentane
n-Pentane
Hexane+
Nitrogen
Carbon dioxide

Molar Percentage
32.54
9.00
7.73
1.36
4.28
1.67
2.30
38.41
1.19
0.63
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Fig. 1. PT and a corresponding PY diagram of a petroleum
reservoir fluid exhibiting retrograde condensation4.
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Fig. 2 - A ternary composition diagram in which all the components of the
mixture are lumped into three pseudo-components. Temperature and
pressure are kept constant for all the compositions. The MMP is defined as
the minimum pressure at which the critical tie line (tangent to the binodal
curve at the critical point) passes through the point representing the
reservoir fluid composition 6.
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Fig. 3 - Ternary mixture of methane + ethane + propane. According to this figure
while the Peng-Robinson equation of state (dashed line) can predict behavior of
binary VLE data of methane + propane, it fails to predict the VLE behavior (solid
dots) around the critical point of the ternary mixture. With the consideration of
three-body forces (solid line) the proposed· technique can predict the VLE
behavior of this ternary mixture 6.
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Fig. 4 - Binary and ternary mixtures of methane, nitrogen, and carbon dioxide.
According to the binary figures the PR equation of state (dashed lines) fails to
predict the binary data (solid dots) of these components. With the consideration of
conformal solution mixing rules (solid lines) we can predict the binary mixtures
and the ternary mixtures away from the ternary critical point. With the
consideration of three-body forces the proposed technique can predict the VLE
behavior of this ternary mixture quite well 6.
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T • 3�4.28 K

Carbon Dioxide (100%)

p • 103.42 BARS .

n-Decan� (60%)

n-Butane (60%)

Fig. ·5. Binary and ternary mixtures of carbon dioxide, n-decane and nbutane. According to the binary figures the PR equation of state (dashed lines)
fails to predict the binary data (solid dots) of these components. With the
consideration of conformal solution mixing rules (solid Ones} we can precede
the binary mixtures and the ternary mixtures away from the ternary critical
point.
With the consideration of three-body forces (solid fine in ternary
diagram) the proposed technique can predict the VLE behavior of this ternary
mixture quite well 6.
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Fig. 6 - Ternary mixture of methane, n-decane, and n-butane. With the
consideration of conformal solution mixing rules, we can predict the binary
mixtures and the ternary mixtures away from the ternary critical point. With the
consideration of three-body forces (solid line) the proposed technique Is capable
of predating the VLE behavior of this ternary mixture quite well 6.
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Figure 15 - Relations between crirondenbar locus of P-X diagram and
phase separation regions in pseudo-ternary diagram 7.
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